





















Put x5 = u so that∫ 1
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Exercise Compute the Fourier transform of the function f(t) = e−2pi|t|
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Exercise Evaluate (f ? f)(t) when f(t) = e−t
2
By definition we have




Thus when f(t) = e−t
2
we get
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Thus when f(t) = e−t
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we get









Now completing the square we have













































=⇒ dx = 1√
2
du. Therefore


















Exercise Solve the parabolic initial value problem
ut = uxx − 4uxu(x, 0) = x3e2x
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Exercise Solve the parabolic initial value problem
ut = uxx − 4uxu(x, 0) = x3e2x
We have to solve the heat equationvt = vxxv(x, 0) = x3















when f(x) = x3.
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discarding the odd part of the integral (with respect to variable s)
































so that solution of parabolic problem
is







Exercise Find the Lebesgue measure of the set
A = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |x|3 + |y|3 ≤ 1}
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x3 = s =⇒ dx = 1
3
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x− 1 = 1
3
=⇒ x = 4
3
, y − 1 = −2
3
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we are not finished . . .
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Use change of variable x = ρ cosϑ, y = 12ρ sinϑ. In such a way the




















(pi − ln 4)



















































(1 + x)(1 + x2)
=
1− x



















Sia f(x, t) =
ln(1 + t2x2)
1 + x2





Provare che, usando al momento opportuno l’identita`
2tx2
(1 + x2) (1 + t2x2)
=
2t
(t2 − 1) (1 + x2) −
2t
(t2 − 1) (1 + t2x2)





F (t) = 0






dx = pi ln 2
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La funzione f(x, t) e` certamente integrabile per x ∈ [0,+∞) perche´









(x2 + 1) (1 + t2x2)
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La funzione f(x, t) e` certamente integrabile per x ∈ [0,+∞) perche´









(x2 + 1) (1 + t2x2)

















































































































Pertanto, osservato che F (0) = 0




























Conviene traslare l’origine degli assi nel centro del cerchiox = u+ 1y = v




(1 + u+ v + uv)dudv
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Conviene traslare l’origine degli assi nel centro del cerchiox = u+ 1y = v




(1 + u+ v + uv)dudv








ρ2 sin θ cos θ + ρ sin θ + ρ cos θ + 1
)
dρdθ = pi
